
Hidden country 
 
Game world  
An Alternative reality game with the setting of the modern world a little ahead of current real 
world modern times. science and mysticism are equal in the makeup of society. For the most 
part the world is ignorant of the things that go bump in the night, kept so by the secret societies 
for reasons of their own and the world's governments along with a few other shadowclad 
organisations. There are creatures in the deep places of the world, dimensions held in check by 
eldritch rites and spells most ancient, mankind is not alone in the world. 
Unknown to the multitude of the masses there rages a secret war for the future of mankind, 
against older, darker powers as well as the goals of the factions staking their own claim. The 
enemy is at the gates and have ties into the mundane worlds politics, society and economics, 
there is little that does not feel the tender touch of the machinations of misrule. 
 
Player Factions 
 
The first choice a player has to make is to what faction their loyalty is sworn to, the societies are 
jealous task masters and if a person's loyalties are in question death is inevitable. The best that 
can be hoped for is a bullet to the back of the head and not one of the more inventive 
punishments the societies reserve for transgressors. It is very unwise to allow your membership 
to be public knowledge without strength. some wear their colours proudly while other mayhap 
wiser folk keep to the shadows. Often the society's missions coincide together forcing a degree 
of cooperation but rarely the outcome is so clean cut. 
Factions are chosen during character creation and are permanent; there are no restrictions for 
race, ethnicity, or abilities. The three factions are designed to be equal and balanced in power 
and ability, players in the secret war for the future of mankind. 
 
Illuminati 
"Sex, Drugs & Rockefeller" 
Notorious bad boys and girls of the secret world, the Illuminati are also the most ambitious, 
cut-throat and furtive of the secret societies. 
From the gilded halls of the ancient pharaohs to the private clubs and the decadent parties of 
the famously rich and egocentrically famous, from leaders of industry and Hollywood agents to 
presidents and popes, the Illuminati have weaved their intricate web with ruthless cunning and 
acute skill. 
They rule their corporate pyramid with cold opportunism, and only the strongest members 
survive. Their secrets can make you rich and powerful beyond compare - or they may destroy 
your soul and sanity with it 
The Illuminati seek to plunder heaven and hell by any means necessary, and god help those 
who stand in their way. 
As a member of the Illuminati, you don't play by anybody's rules. There are no rules. There is no 
honour. 
There is only victory. 



 
They are invisible puppet-masters and corporate manipulators, they crave power and wealth by 
any means necessary. The Illuminati is a very secretive group of occult practitioners and 
specialists whose organisations  have been around for thousands and thousands of years. This 
is a very well structured organization consisting of people in extremely High Places. Those 
people are the Super Wealthy, who stand above the law. Many of them don't even appear on 
the list of the wealthiest people in the world.  
Those people are the top players on the International playground, and they are the people who 
rule from behind the scenes . They are the "Black Nobility", the Decision Makers, who make up 
the rules for presidents and governments to follow, and they are often held from public scrutiny, 
as their action can't stand being scrutinized. Their bloodlines go back thousands and thousands 
of years 
Their power lies in the occult and in economy - money creates power. The Illuminati own all the 
International banks, the oil-businesses, the most powerful businesses of industry and trade, 
they infiltrate politics and they own most governments - or at least control them.  
 
Dragon 
"The Art of Chaos" 
Manipulators and conspirators, the Dragon have survived for millennia by playing their enemies 
against each other. Since before the first empire, through the aggression of the Mongol Khans 
and the ebb and tide of the political change, a whisper in the right ear, a strategic assassination, 
alliances carefully crafted and broken - and the world eventually bends to the patient will of the 
immortal Dragon. 
With a spiritual and philosophical approach to the secret crafts, as an acolyte of the Dragon you 
are taught to listen, shown how to teach others, and expected to respect the balance of the 
universe and to be humble in the face of fate. Yours is not the path of force, though force is 
often needed to clear the path. 
Few know of the Dragon and their long history, and that is how the Dragon want it. You are 
invisible but pervasive, silent but all-knowing, and when the other secret societies have 
decimated each other, you will rebuild the world from the ruins of their arrogance. 
The Dragon is too easily underestimated, but those who do so live to regret it - or die before 
they get the chance. 
 
The Dragon utilize Chaos theory to "guide" the world into chaotic harmony; small ripples leading 
to tsunamis of change. The society is the most mysterious of the three and even members of 
the faction are not told its true goals. 
A whisper of a rumour of a shadow, this Asian group is the most secretive of societies. With no 
fixed territory or structure, the Dragon have dissolved and reformed throughout history. They 
believe that a closed, controlled society is a sick society. Only through collapse and rebuilding, 
the natural chaos of life, can the world be in harmony. Recently, they have taken root in a 
nameless district of Seoul, Korea. 
The Dragon is uncompromising and erratic to an outsider, their strategies are incomprehensible. 
Fractal patterns, chaos theory, random numbers, unrelated events. The Dragon understand that 



there is no pattern, only acts of great change to be committed. From a whisper to an explosion, 
they divine that an incident here, a disappearance there, can change the course of everything; 
acupuncture applied to a paralysed planet. 
The Dragon character is in the order of the Dragon, you are given the entire cosmos in potential. 
They have practiced martial and mental arts attuned to the true harmony of the world. The most 
dangerous and unpredictable of magics bend to the wills of those who are dangerous and 
unpredictable. In the approaching dark times, things will never be the same again. You are in 
the Dragon's element. 
 
Templar 
"Deliverance From Evil" 
Crusaders. Judges. The Holy Terror. The Templars are the world's least secretive secret 
society. Their military-ideological machine has operated in plain sight since Babylon - a matter 
of pride, or moral superiority. Conspiracy theorists, obsessed with the minor 'Knights Templar' 
offshoot, underestimate the Templars' true European empire. Private armies. Members of 
parliaments. Royal families. 
The Templars believe they will deliver the world from evil by force, and even their opponents - 
who call them zealots and warmongers - cannot deny that force. As an agent of the Templars 
you are not just fighting the war on darkness, you "are" the war on darkness. Suave and 
sophisticated, but brutal and uncompromising, you use history as a weapon to shape the future. 
Few will stand in the way of the Templars' banner. Do you have the will to stand behind it? 
 
The Templars are a faction of individuals who see themselves as the first and last line of 
defense against the evils in The Secret World, and will do whatever it takes to ensure that the 
world is rid of the evil that plagues it. The old guard; suave and sophisticated, but fiercely brutal 
and uncompromising in their crusade against darkness. They don't participate in the war on evil. 
They ARE the war on evil. They're good in the sense that in order to get to that one demon in 
the middle of the town they're willing to burn the whole thing down, so good is a relative term. 
The Templars are in this huge stone building in London, because they are the least secret of all 
secret societies, they're very much out in the open. They are old-school. They have been 
fighting evil for thousands of years and they've been doing with extreme prejudice. They are 
traditionalist, but there are changes with the new blood coming to make sure they are in tune 
with the times, not all is in control by the "withered old men" anymore. 
Proudly tracing their royal lineage back to Babylon, the Templars are the lions of the secret 
world. When they roar, everyone listens. Old Europe is theirs, and the Templars' marble hall 
dominates the old London borough of Ealdwic - historic capital of the secret world. It's not just a 
show of strength. Nothing is just for show with the Templars. 
The Templars uniforms are at the forefront of the war against darkness, they decide for 
themselves what counts as darkness. Never backing down from a fight. Never forgetting a 
grudge. They have tradition to uphold. For thousands of years they have been single-minded in 
their mission to obliterate evil in all its forms. Where angels fear to tread, the Templars kick 
down doors. 



As a member of the Templars, you will benefit from their military might. They have hoarded vast 
occult libraries and the hard-won knowledge of battles throughout time. Their traditional magics, 
the old mysticism of sorcerers and priests, of life and death, are powerful still. And the loyalty 
between Templars may be old-fashioned, but it is absolute. You will not stand alone. 
 
Combat rules 
Mainly the combat will be of a heroic style with all blows and hits reacted to accordingly from 
both the crew and players giving a much more realistic and rewarding game. now to the actual 
guidelines of the combat 
Hits - unless skilled or briefed differently all folks have 3 hits. a standard hit can either be a 
flurry of melee weapon blows (rule of thumb is 1 hit = 1seconds worth of hits or a flurry) or a 
single or burst of bullets. again these are geared towards being a guideline and we stress that 
roleplaying damage appropriately will be the most rewarding. The hits break down to - 
 
1st hit = wounded and bleeding this means you have been cut/shot/mauled/etc but can soldier 
on and do actions normally within reason (remember to roleplay the appropriate wound, i.e. shot 
to the shoulder will be painful to use that limb or a couple of knife wounds to the stomach will be 
very painful to move about) at combats end these will need to be tended within 5 minute count 
or will progress to 2nd wound conditions. 
 
2nd hit = seriously wounded This is when limbs are incapacitated and useless, in the case of 
body or head you are in a great deal of pain and bleeding out. At this stage you can still act but 
with great difficulty (wound specific damage roleplayed out, i.e. leg wound would mean crawling 
or limping, arms would be unusable for the most part and body would be very painful. roleplay 
out the injuries as you feel is appropriate)  for the sake of rules there is a bleed out count of 
5mins from the point the combat ends and the adrenaline settles till it counts as a 3rd hit and 
you fall over unconscious from blood loss and shock.  
 
3rd hit unconscious at this stage you fall over and are unconscious from your wounds. you are 
in trouble at this point and from the point of unconscious you have a 5 minute count until death 
claims you. Death however may not be the end…. 
 
Guns and ammo - Nerf or equivalent only (and must be painted to a more realistic look 
for the immersion of the game world) As you have seen from the above combat is very 
dangerous and the same is true for firearms. The weapons are all firing specialist ammunition 
prepared by the armourers of the different factions for their operatives. (be it silver hollow point 
sanctified bullets or teflon coated armour piercing flechette rounds they all have the same effect 
on the target) The weapons either fire big single shots or bursts. each salvo strike on the target 
counts as one hit regardless of however many rounds strike the target, again rule of thumb is 
1hit per 1 second of shots hit. this represents loosely the difference in calibre of round fired. 
 
ammo is not reusable in the game - one shot=1 round of ammunition. 
 



melee weapons - This relates to the two forms of melee weapons available in the game, 
improvised and Crafted weapons 
 
improvised weapons  -  improvised weapons like for example broken bottles, spanners, 
kitchen cleavers, rolling pins, rotary slab cutter saws, domestic chainsaws (larp safe only 
please) are usable for three combat encounters before they are used up/broken/out of fuel/or 
otherwise busted. the combat encounter is from the moment the violence starts to the moment 
you can catch your breath - you will know when it’s over. Once the weapon reaches the end of 
it’s useful period then it is destroyed and no longer usable. This is very much an honesty system 
so it is up to you to gauge how much damage/use an item has. (when it’s done discard 
appropriately aside or give to refs as appropriate) 
 
Crafted weapons - Crafted weapons are the power/chain sword of the Astartes or the 
warhammer of theMechanicus. military grade weapons made for durability, laced with 
charms/silver/wards to fight evil and the more supernatural in the dark. these weapons will last 
the entire day (24hrs) before they need to be resharpened/blessed/repaired but consequently 
need skills and resources to do so and return them to the fight. weapons not repaired in this 
manner are deemed to be useless till they are repaired. If a weapon in a state of disrepair is 
used before it is repaired it is destroyed permanently. 
 
Sanity - A player normal starts off the adventure well grounded  and quite sane, possessing a 
good working knowledge that there things that go bump in the night (some players may wish to 
tweak this depending on their characters story or in the case of a surviving character the 
lingering effects of the last horror to try to kill them) some situations will damage this and 
increase the player's level of insanity. the more levels you have the closer to jumping into the 
abyss you are. The scale works like this … 
 
1 - everything is fine 
2 - yep. it’s all good  
3 - not so good 
4 - why is everyone looking at me 
5 - getting a bit twitchy at shadows 
6 - Them shadows are going to eat me 
7 - The shadows are definitely doorways for the monsters 
8 - shit oh shit oh shit oh shit …………….. 
9 - rocking  and hugging my knees will save me 
10 - aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrggggggggggggggggggggggghhhhhhhhhhhh 
 
It is a player based thing so feel free to get into it as you see fit, this is a guideline only 
 
A note about large creatures that may turn up - there may be situations where a large 
something or other will cross your path and hand you your bottom on a silver tray. We pride 
ourselves at Irregular Productions in a what you see is what you get policy. if it looks big and 



nasty, chances are it is. there will be refs telling you in game effects in appropriate but otherwise 
react as you feel is appropriate. feel free if a giant bats you away to fling yourself bodily to the 
ground winded and dazed. it will add to your roleplay and to everyone else's. 
 
Crafted weapons - Crafted weapons are the samurai sword of the dragons or the warhammer 
of the templars. military grade weapons made for durability, laced with charms/silver/wards to 
fight evil and the more supernatural in the dark. these weapons will last the entire day (24hrs) 
before they need to be resharpened/blessed/repaired but consequently need skills and 
resources to do so and return them to the fight. weapons not repaired in this manner are 
deemed to be useless till they are repaired. If a weapon in a state of disrepair is used before it is 
repaired it is destroyed permanently. 
 
 
Character creation 
 
skills - you have three skill picks from the lists total (or if there is a concept you want to do 
outside of our guidelines contact us - bare in mind please that the world is grim and gritty place 
so no dragon warrior drow mage concepts) Most of the mundane happenings in the game is 
down to hard skills (you can do it or you can’t. for example you can read or you can’t read) The 
skill picks are to represent the focused training and career you’ve lead up to the start of your 
campaign, additional skills can be acquired and your character progresses. unless their eaten 
by a star spawn. 
 
For those situations where your characters interact with the world accordingly and a role play 
reaction is required there are rule and skills requirements. 
 
 
You may start the game with any melee pieces you like but bear in mind unless they are a 
master crafted pieces they all count as improvised weapons for rule purposes. 
 
With ballistic weapons such as guns you can pick up and use found or looted weapons, 
however you can not reload them unless you have the corresponding skill set.  
 
On ancient armours and improvised protection. Depending on the nature of the piece 
worn it only defends against melee damage and not firearm damage. For example a suit 
of heavy chain may defend you for three melee blows but gunfire shreds it and hits your 
meaty bits. Check with us for the value of the protection afforded in this manner. 
 
Rifle - You know how to obtain and maintain rifles and assault rifles. you start an adventure with 
a rifle and two additional clips/reloads of ammo (how ever many rounds your chosen weapon 
takes x3. and yes we realise you can get bigger clips for guns but they come with their own 
drawbacks) you may start the game with one weapon of your choosing. 



Pistol - you know how to obtain and maintain a pistol weapon. you start an adventure with two 
additional clips/reloads for the weapon. You may start the game with one weapon of your 
choosing. 
Blades - you know how to obtain and maintain bladed weapons. when a weapon has degraded 
it may be sharpened and tempered with ten minutes or more suitable roleplay. You may start 
the game with one master crafted weapon of your choosing. 
Blessed weapons - You know how to obtain and maintain a suitable melee weapon of fine craft 
blessed and brutal. this can be hammers, sacred spanner, mauls, axes, etc. when a weapon 
has degraded it may be resharpened/blessed and tempered with ten minutes or more suitable 
roleplay. You may start the game with one master crafted weapon of your choosing. 
Shotguns - you know how to obtain and maintain a shotgun type weapon. you start an 
adventure with two additional clips/reloads for the weapon. You may start the game with one 
weapon of your choosing. 
Heavy weapons - you know how to obtain and maintain a support type weapon. you start an 
adventure with two additional clips/reloads for the weapon. You may start the game with one 
weapon of your choosing. 
Backup piece - This skill may be chosen in addition to rifle, pistol, blades, shotguns and 
blessed weapon. It simply means you may start the game with either an additional item the 
same or smaller than the main weapon. In the case of pistols, rifles and shotguns the ammo 
started with the backup piece is whatever a full load is and up to two additional reloads. 
Ballistic armours (minor) -refers to a single hit protection body armour system. Such as stab 
proof vests and the like. In game it can take one volley of shot or melee damage before it needs 
repairing to impart any defence in future engagements. Repairing such armour takes 10 minutes 
of suitable role play to repair each point of resilience. You may start the game with  minor 
ballistic armour/equipment of your choice. 
Ballistic armours (advanced) -refers to a advanced hit protection body armour system. Such 
as ballistic plated armour systems and the like. In game it can take three volley of shot or melee 
damage before it needs repairing to impart any defence in future engagements. Repairing such 
armour takes 10 minutes of suitable role play to repair each point of resilience. You may start 
the game with  advanced ballistic armour/equipment of your choice. 
Ballistic armours (superior) -refers to a major piece of defensive equipment such as a full 
bomb squad suit protection body armour system or an enclosed powered armour suit. In game it 
can take up to six volley of shot damage before it needs repairing to impart any defence in 
future engagements, Repairing such armour takes 10 minutes of suitable role play to repair 
each point of resilience. You may start the game with armour/equipment of your choice. Any 
additional abilities or rules will be given if required by degree of phys rep. Suits like this are not 
intended for sustained usage, i.e. a bomb suit is cumbersome and would only be worn when 
required for a dangerous task. This includes powered armour and robotic suits (limited power 
source) 
Quartermaster - Access to the stores and munitions of your parent chapter of your society. You 
may double up your allocated ammuncount at the start of the game. 
 
Physical 



Hard as nails - blessed with a hardness that heroes only dream of. 1 extra level of wounded. 
(4hits) 
Toughness - A constitution that could see 10 pints of adnams down your neck with no 
consequence. you are resilient to many low level poisons and toxins. 
resilient - When reduced to 0 hits instead of falling unconscious straight away you have a count 
of 60 seconds before succumbing to your injuries and falling unconscious. If struck again in this 
time you drop unconscious to 0 hits. 
psychological training - advanced research continued from the sixties with vigorous testing, 
training and chemical trials results in an individual who can withstand a higher degree of stress 
before succumbing to negative stimuli. In short you've seen some weird shit in your time and 
you're probably not gone totally mad yet. In game you will suffer less insanity points in 
encounters. 
Augmetic surgeries (may be taken multiple times) A limb or organ has been replaced with an 
advanced piece of tech hardware. Damage affecting this area will have differing in game 
reactions. In the case of limbs count as being advanced armoured and able to take three hits 
before incapacitated. 
Tracker - able of mind and body, adept at reading the signs and portents of the coming and 
goings in the physical world.  
Neural interface - When things get really bad it may be  better if a machine got you out of 
trouble. When insanity is reigning supreme you can switch to the emotionless computer override 
of your motive functions and leave as quick as possible from the source of danger. Immune to 
being rendered  unconscious unless overcome by overwhelming damage for a count of 30 
seconds. At the end of the count it will deactivate as per safety protocols and revert control back 
to normal. Any damage taken then takes full effect.. 
Subdermal plating - Armoured weave laced under the skin on vulnerable areas of the body. 
gives the owner two body points of ballistic armour to chest, back and limbs. extensive medical 
treatment is required to repair damage quickly. Does not affect bleeding out. 
Restoration nanites - Repairs and rebuilds damaged tissue over time, Blood loss is stemmed 
quickly from all but the most catastrophic cuts. Player can not bleed out when unconscious and 
will remain unconscious until on 1 body hit point.  Damage. heals one body point per 30 
minutes, will not grow severed body parts back ……… sorry. 
Augmented muscles - whether through chemical stims or biological augmentation the fellow is 
stronger than they look. Twice a day you can commit/roleplay two great acts of strength. 
 
 
Professions - This skill pick gives you all the training and knowledge relevant to your chosen 
field. It also gives you access to start the event with a set of tools or equipment associated with 
you craft. (within the bounds of reason, since this is the stuff you can physically carry around) 
The degree of skill and knowledge is left to the discretion of the player to play as they see fit.  
Players choice (let us know if there is a profession you desire we have not listed for suitability) 
 
 



Medic/doctor - expert in the healing arts and triage. bandaging and stemming of blood loss. 
Fast life saving skill.  
Surgeon - focused skill set in the healing arts for the internal workings of the body. an artist of 
the flesh craft 
Demolitions/Grenadier - A working knowledge of explosives and detonators, structural weak 
point analysis  and shaped explosive detonations 
Mechanic - skilled in the construction and deconstruction of mechanical equipment and 
devices. often specialising in one particular field but able to grasp working practices in many 
others in time. 
Soldier/Mercenary- Specialist in tactical confrontations and situations. Conditioned to deal with 
high stress situations and conditions. 
Professor/Teacher- A qualified expert in their chosen field of study. from biological to 
theoretical and everything in between. A true student of knowledge 
Operative/Assassin - Specialist in covert operations and espionage, A highly train shadow 
operative of the societies. 
Scientist/Technician- A qualified specialist in the study and application of their chosen field. 
usually focused on specific area of study within Biology, Physics, Technology and Chemistry 
librarian - A gatherer of lore, wisdom and knowledge. A librarian is an undaunted champion of 
relocation of lost secrets and arts. The keepers of monster and demon lore. 
Military Officer - serving or retired an officer is always an officer. Rank never diminishes and 
ties and resources are ever at their beck and call. 
Hunter - A specialist in the capture and eradication of their chosen field of expertise. Some 
hunters have been known to have whole walls in their den of the heads of monsters. 
 
 
Supernatural tendencies 
 
A note on the mystic side of the game. We are striving for a ritualistic and realistic 
approach to the more fantastic side of the supernatural. Rather than list a set of 
predetermined spells we are instead going to give the idea what the discipline is about. 
The amount of power able to be manifest is directly linked to your spiritual (soul) well 
being and overuse will have dramatic implications on the state of your sanity. keep 
looking at the divine and it may look right back at you. 
 
The guidelines are during the game you can manifest one major 
prayer/ritual/summoning/etc per game. You may manifest two moderate power event per 
game and three cantrips per game. With that being said you can push your luck and try 
for more (let a ref know what you are doing please) be warned ‘you are pushing your 
luck’ after all and consequences can be a real bitch. 
 
You can pick two mystical/magical abilities in your picks but be aware that you still only 
have the total usage as above. This represents your jack of all trades but master of none. 
also to much dabbling as we mentioned is very bad for your sanity. 



 
Mysticism 
Clairvoyance -  (from French clair meaning "clear" and voyance meaning "vision") is used to 
refer to the ability to gain information about an object, person, location or physical event through 
means other than the known senses. 
dangerous lore 
psychometry - is a form of extrasensory perception characterized by the claimed ability to 
make relevant associations from an object of unknown history by making physical contact with 
that object.  An object may have an energy field that transfers knowledge regarding that object's 
history. 
Alchemist -  is an influential tradition whose practitioners have, from antiquity, claimed it to be 
the precursor to profound powers. The defining objectives of alchemy are varied but historically 
have typically included one or more of the following goals: the creation of the fabled 
philosopher's stone; the ability to transmute base metals into the noble metals (gold or silver); 
and development of an elixir of life, which would confer youth and longevity. 
 
 
Blessed 
 
divine healing touch - Through the channeling of your faith you can heal all but the most 
grievous wounds. More serious may require deeper sacrifice.  
purity/holiness - A spirit most noble and pure. A blight upon any being of the darkness and a 
beacon to the light. 
lucky - Blessed in some way with unimaginable luck. Able to slip past the most terrible of fates. 
A bullet hits the book in your pocket instead of wounding, a sniper's round rebounds from a 
charm to list a few happenstances. (First gun hit that strikes in an encounter may be ignored, 
only once per encounter - you're not that lucky) 
exorcism - specialist training in the bringing forth and casting out of the body and mind the 
nefarious dwellers like demons and spirits. 
Clergy/religious ranking - serving or retired a Member of the clergy is always at service.  Rank 
never diminishes and ties and resources are ever at their beck and call. 
Paladin - The paladin is a holy knight, crusading in the name of good and order, and is a divine 
spellcaster of spiritual healing. (Can bless twice a day and lay on hands healing for 1 point of 
healing once a day) 
Smite - Summoning holy zeal to the fight can strike a terrible telling blow against the forces of 
darkness. (Twice a day you can strike with any melee weapon a smite hit against an evil target 
shouting smite as you hit) 
 
Cursed 
 
Evil/dead inside - You are a soulless thing, whether barter for reward or lost to the elder gods 
your mind and body still walk the earth. conscience seems all but a distant memory. (some 
deeds would cause insanity do nothing to you) 
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demonology -  is the systematic study of demons or beliefs about demons.  It is the branch of 
theology relating to supernatural beings who are not gods. It deals both with benevolent beings 
that have no circle of worshippers or so limited a circle as to be below the rank of gods, and with 
malevolent beings of all kinds. 
necromancy -  is a form of magic involving communication with the deceased – either by 
summoning their spirit as an apparition or raising them bodily – for the purpose of divination, 
imparting the means to foretell future events or discover hidden knowledge, or to use the 
deceased as a weapon, as the term may sometimes be used in a more general sense to refer to 
black magic or witchcraft. 
voices - Constant companions who never stop whispering truths lies and secrets into your 
mind. Beware the voices for the secrets maybe too terrible for the light of day, but then the 
voices are always a good excuse to why you did it ……. 
Demonic legend - To be known and feared, loathed and hated by the denizens of the 
otherworld is no small thing. 
Blood magic - Can heal or harm. through terrible force blood can empower wards and 
protective charms, heal one while harming another or heal thy self with others destruction. 
Corrupt - A spirit and soul so blackened by thought and deed to be virtually unpalatable to all 
but the most debased creatures both imaginable and dark. 
Curse - Summoning Unholy wrath to the fight can strike a terrible telling blow against your foe. 
(Twice a day you can strike with any melee weapon a smite hit against an evil target shouting 
cursed as you hit) 
 
 

  

If there is a skill, style or class not on the list feel free to ask. these 
are designed as guidelines to give you a balanced character in a 
strange and hostile world. 
 
skills advancement in the game is open to roleplay interpretation. for 
example expanding on mystical abilities would take time, resources 
and research. More so if the discipline is a new one to your character. 
Skill sets in tune with your character's existing skills are quicker to 
learn such as gain additional understanding on different firearm 
discipline for a soldier already with a different firearm discipline. 
 
If in doubt ask feel free to ask. 
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